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Abstract. We prove that if the ranges of two finitely additive measures with

values in a normed space have the same closed convex hull, then the measures

have the same total variation. We also study the monotonicity of this variation

with respect to the range, proving that a normed space X is C-isomorphic

to a subspace of an L space if and only if, for every pair u , v of Jf-valued

measures such that the range of p lies inside the closed convex hull of the range

of v , the total variation of p is less than or equal to C times the total variation

of u . This allows us to answer two questions raised by R. Anantharaman and

J. Diestel.

Introduction and notation

In [AD] the authors asked whether there can exist two vector measures with

the same range, exactly one of them having bounded variation. In Theorem 3

we prove that this is impossible; moreover, we prove that the range of a vector

measure determines its total variation: measures with the same range have the

same total variation. Actually the question had a finite-dimensional nature, as

the proof of Theorem 3 reveals; it suffices to prove it for finite-dimensional

spaces to extend it to all normed spaces.

Anantharaman and Diestel also proved, via a result of Grothendieck, that

a subspace X of L enjoys the property that if the range of an A"-valued

measure p lies inside the range of another measure of bounded variation, then

p has bounded variation too. We again prove this result in Theorem 5 and

show that this property characterizes the subspaces of L , answering another

question in [AD]. Here we use the local structure of L and a finite-dimensional

characterization of its subspaces due to Lindenstrauss and Pelczynski [LP].

Let us introduce some notation. If A is a real, normed space, X" will

denote its dual space. If K is a subset of X, co~(K) will be the closed convex

hull of K ; we will use the fact that, for every / in X*, the supremum over
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K and over co(K) coincide. As usual, ln will stand for the Banach space R"

with the norm || ||   ,  1 < p < oo . B" will be the closed unit ball of /" .

Let sé be an algebra (field) of subsets of a set Í2, and (A, || ||) be a semi-

normed space; if p: sé —* X is a (finitely additive) measure we will denote by

\\p\\ the total variation of p , that is

\\p\\ = sup I ^2 \\ß(A)\\ '■ & a finite partition of Q in se \ ,

lAeâ" )

where we allow the supremum to be +oo. This suprc urn is also a limit over

the directed (by refinement) set of finite partitions of Q in sé ; this fact will

simplify our proofs technically. A measure p has bounded variation if \\p\\ <

+00. The range of p will be denoted by x%p, that is rg,u = {p(A): A e sé} .

Throughout this paper every countably additive vector measure will be sup-

posed to be defined on a cr-algebra of sets.

Measures with the same range

We devote the first part of this section to proving the announced result that

two measures with the same range have the same total variation. We will see

that, in fact, it is the closed convex hull of the range which determines the total

variation of a measure. After that we will prove (Proposition 4) that, when

dealing with R"-valued measures, the total variation is continuous with respect

to the range when we consider the Hausdorff topology. We begin with two easy

lemmas.

Lemma 1. Let Q. be a set and sé an algebra of subsets of Q. Let p: sé —►

R"  be a measure.   Consider in R"  the seminorm  \\x\\ = J2i=x\f¡(x)\, where

/,,..., fk are in (R")*. Then

k k

INI = ]C Ifó ° -"'I = X](suP{//(-*): x e ^v} - iàfiMx): x e rgp}).
;=1 ;=i

Proof. Let £P = {AY-=x be a partition of Q in sé ; then

r

E ii^)ii = E ¿Z i/,m*,))i = E E \f,° MW
7=1 j=\  i=\ i=\   \j=\

Taking limits over & we get the first equality.

The second equality is just the known fact that the total variation of a real-

valued measure v is given by sup(rgz>) - inf(rgz^) [BB, Theorem 2.2.4].

Lemma 2. Let  || • ||  be a norm in R"  and e > 0.   Then there exist linear

functional fx, ...'", fk, gx,... , g, in (Rn)* such that

forallxeR".
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Proof. Let S" be the Euclidean sphere in R" , and Ce (S" ' ) the space of

real continuous functions which are even (i.e., f(x) - f(-x) for all x e S"~ ).

It is a known fact (see [C, p. 53] or [B, Theorem 2.8]) that the linear span of the

set SÍT = {\f\ : f e (R")*} is uniformly dense in Ce(S"~[). Let || • || be a norm

in R" and set a = min{||x||: x e S"~ } > 0. As the norm is even, for every

e positive we can find <f> in the linear span of Sf such that \4>(x) - \\x\\\ < ea

for every x e S"~ , and so \4>(x) - \\x\\\ < e\\x\\ for every x e S"~ .

It is obvious that <j> can be written as

* = ¿I//I -¿l*)l /,,...,/*. S, ,-•.,*/ € (RT.
i=l ;=1

By homogeneity, the result follows.

Lemma 2 remains true for a seminorm; to see that this is so, take the quotient

of R" over the subspace where the seminorm vanishes and apply the result there

to the quotient norm.

We can now establish and prove our main result.

Theorem 3. Let sé , sé' be two algebras of subsets of Q. and il', respectively.

Let X be a normed space and p: sé —> X, v: sé' —► X be two vector measures

such that

cö(rgp) =cö(rgi/).

Then \\p\\ = H .

Proof. Suppose \\p\\ > \\v\\.  Then there is a partition {Aj}"=x  of Q in sé

such that

Enroll >hi.

For every j, choose x* in X* of norm one such that x*(p(Aj)) = \\p(A.)\\,

and define the linear operator T: X —* /^ by Tx = (x*(x), ... , x*(x)). Then

||7-|| = 1 and

iooML > E 11^(^)11 = E 11^(^)11 > uni > ll^l
7=1 7=1

It is obvious that co(rg Tp) = cü(rg7V). So if the result is false for the

normed space X, then it is false for a certain /" . Thus we will suppose that

* = C = (RMHU-
If the range of p is unbounded in /^ , so it will be the range of v , and then

both measures would have unbounded variation. For bounded ranges in /^,

both variations would be bounded also. The result will be proved by showing

that, given e positive, there exists an ae in R such that

(1) IIMIoo-aJ^eIMIoo.

(0 IHIoo-«£l<eIHoo-
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By Lemma 2, there are linear functionals /,,..., fk, gx, ... , g¡ in (R")*

such that

< ell^H^   for all x in R".

Consider the following seminorms in R" :

iwi, = Ei//Wi.
i

iwi£2 = Eis/*)i-
i

The condition cö(rgp) = cö(rgzv) implies that every linear functional / in

(R")* has the same supremum over the range of p and v ; the same holds for

the infimum. This fact and Lemma 1 imply that both measures have the same

variation with respect to the seminorms || • ||* and || • \\e2, that is

\\p\\£x = \W\\£x       and       \\p\\£2 = H\r

Take a£ = \\p\\Ex - \\p\\2. For each partition {Aj}rj=x of Q in sé from (2),

we get

EiiM^)iioo-E lililí + En^)ii£2
j=\ j=\ 7=1

Taking a limit in the directed set of finite partitions in sé , we obtain ( 1 )

with ae = \\p\\Ex - \\p\\e2. The proof of (l') is similar, and the theorem follows.

Remark. Theorem 3 was first proved by J. Arias de Reyna (unpublished) in the

case of two countably additive measures whose ranges are the Euclidean ball in

R\
A set in R" is called a zonoid if it is the range of a countably additive atom-

free measure or, equivalently, if it is the closed convex hull of the range of a

bounded measure. We will write Zn for the set of zonoids in R". 3fn is stable

under the usual addition of sets:

Kx+K2 = {xx + x2 : x, e Kx, x2 e K2}.

2'n becomes a complete metric space for the usual Hausdorff metric between

compact sets in R" :

d(Kx, K2) = inf{e: KxçK2 + eB2 and K2 ç Kx + eB"}.

We refer to [B] for proofs of these facts.

Theorem 3 allows us to define the variation of a zonoid with respect to a norm

|| in R" in the obvious way; if K e 2^n , take a measure v such that rgv = K

(2) IEwwi-Ew*)!
1=1 7=1

< *E Halloo <ellA
7=1
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and write var(|| \\, K) = \\v\\. It is easy to prove that the map var(|| ||, •) is

additive:

var(|| \\,KX+ K2) = var(|| \\,KX) + var(|| ||, K2)   Kx,K2e Zn.

A consequence of the proof of Theorem 3 is the following:

Proposition 4. The map var(|| ||, •): Zn —> R is continuous.

Proof. If the norm || || is as in Lemma 1, then A", Ç K2 implies var(|| ||, Kx) <

var(|| ||, K2) ; if d(Kx, K2) < ô, using the well known fact that the Euclidean

ball is a zonoid, we have:

vardlll.^^vardlll.fjj+ivardlll,^)

varfHIf.^^Vàrdlll./Ç^ + avardUI,^)

and so |var(|| ||, Ti^-vardl ||, K2)\ < c5var(|| ||, B2), which yields the continuity

in this case.

For an arbitrary norm || ||, take || ||* and || \\2 as in the proof of the theorem,

and define y/E : !Zn -+ R as

We(K) = var(|| ||{, K) - var(|| ||£2, K),        K e 3?n ;

ipe is continuous and we know that for every K e 2?n

|^(/f)-var(|| ||, AT)| < evar(|| ||, AT).

This says that there is uniform convergence of {ipE} as e —► 0 in the subsets

of Zn, where var(|| ||, •) is bounded. Take KQ e Zn , as there is a constant C

such that ||jc|| < C||jc||, for all x e R" ; if we take K e Zn with d(K, K0) < 1

we have var(|| ||, K) < Cvar(|| ||,, AT) and, by Lemma 1,

var(|| ||,., K), < In supfllxll^ : x e K)} < 2n sup{||x||2 + 1 : x e KQ}.

This yields the boundedness in a neighborhood of K0 and, from the previous

discussion, the continuity of var(|| ||, •).

Example. The variation of the Euclidean ball.

It is a known fact that the Euclidean ball B"2 is a zonoid. There are several

ways to define a measure whose range is B2 ; one can use the invariant rotation

measure in S"~ . We will use Gaussian variables in order to extend the result

to the infinite-dimensional case.

Let (gn) be a standard Gaussian sequence; that is, a sequence of indepen-

dent, identically distributed real random variables defined on a probability space

(Q, I, P) such that every gn has the distribution

P(*  <t) = -4= [    exp(-x2/2) dx   for all t e R.

For every n , define the measure a : Z —► R" by

an{Ä) = (V2H f gk) ,       A el.
\        Ja     J k=\.n
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By Liapunoffs Theorem, rg(<7n) is a compact convex set in R" which is

invariant under rotations, thanks to the rotational invariance of the Gaussian

distribution in R" . Thus rg(crn) is a multiple of B2 . Actually, we can see that

rg(rjn) is B" , since

radius of rg(crj = sup{x, : x e rg(an)}

= sup l \Í2~ñ I gx: A el

In [ Si
FU,>0}

/• + 00 2

- xexp(-x /2)dx = 1.
To

It is easy to check that, for every t > 0

on({gx>t}) = (exp(-t2/2),0,...,0).

Using again the rotational invariance, we see that if a = (ax , a2, ... , an)

has ||a||2 = 1 , then

^{E^>4)=exP(-'2/2)a.

This can be extended to the whole sequence (gn). Define a:l —> l2 by

a(A) = (V2n~ f gf)       .
V        Ja     JneN

The previous considerations show that a is well defined and ||tr(yá)||2 < 1

for every A el. Take a = (an) in l2 with ||a||2 = 1, then J2angn belongs to

L (P), thanks to the orthonormality of the sequence (gn), and it can be proved

that

o ( IE anSn > t \) = exp(-i /2)a   for every t > 0.

Thus the range of a is the whole closed unit ball of l2. The measure a

is countably additive in l2 (use the fact that ||tr(/4)||2 < y/2nP(A) for every

A el).
We can also consider a as valued in c0, but even in this case it has un-

bounded variation, for, calling Pn the projection onto the first n coordinates

in c0 , we have:

||(t||    > NT5 crII    = Her ||
"    "c„ — Il   n    "c,,       II   «lloo sf2n~ j max(\gx\,...,\gn\)dV

which can be estimated as bigger than or equal to ß^/logn  for an absolute

constant ß. Thus the ball of l2 is the range of a countably additive measure

which has unbounded c0-variation.
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Subspaces of L1

We now know that two measures with the same range have the same vari-

ation, so we can wonder about the monotonicity of the variation with respect

to the range. That is, if the condition rgp ç xgv implies \\p\\ < \\v\\ for two

vector measures v, p . Anantharaman and Diestel [AD] pointed out that this

is not true, exhibiting two c0-valued measures v, p such that xgpexgv, and

v but not p is of bounded variation. They also observed that, thanks to a

result of Grothendieck, this is not possible for measures with values in (a sub-

space of) L . The next theorem proves that the monotonicity of the variation

characterizes the subspaces of L . The corollary that follows it shows that the

construction made in c0 can be made in every Banach space not isomorphic to

a subspace of an L1 .

Theorem 5. Let X be a normed space and C > 1. Then the following statements

are equivalent:

(a) X is. C-isomorphic to a subspace of an L   space.

(b) For every pair p, v of X-valued measures, the condition xgp ç cö(rgzv)

implies ll^ll < C\\v\\.
(c) For every pair p,v of X-valued countably additive measures, the con-

dition rgp Çrgv implies \\p\\ < C\\u\\.

(d) For every pair E, F of finite subsets of X, the condition

El/(*)I^El/0>)l    for all f eX*
XEE y€F

implies Ex€E\tx\\<CTy€FM.

Proof, (d) => (a) is Theorem 7.3 in [LP].

(b) => (c) is obvious.

(a)=>(b). Let p, v be two A-valued measures such that xgp ç cü(rgi/).

Suppose p is defined on an algebra sé . Take a partition {A\r,=x in sé . By

(a), for every e > 0 there is an operator T: X —* L   such that

(3) ||x||<||rx||,<(C + e)||x||.

Using a conditional expectation over an appropriate finite cr-algebra, we can

find a norm-one linear projection P: L  —■ L   which verifies that

(4) Y = P(L ) is a finite-dimensional space isometric to /"

(5) \\PTp(Aj)-Tp(Aj)\\x<e/r,        j = l,...,r.

Condition (4) says that there exist fx,...,fne(L)* such that for every

x in F the norm is given by ||x||, = Yl"=\ \f¡(x)\, so by Lemma 1 and the

condition xgPTp c co(xgPTv), we have ||Pr/z||, < ||Pri/||, .
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Then using (3), (5), and this last inequality, we get

J2\\ß{A])\\<J2\\Tp(A])\\x
7=1 7=1

<¿l|pr^.)||, + £
7=1

<\\PTp\\x+e

<\\PTu\\x+e

<||7V||,+£

< (C + e)\\v\\ + e for alle > 0.

The last chain of inequalities yields \\p\\ < C\\v\\, as claimed.

(c) =» (d).   Suppose that X satisfies (c), and let E — {x,, ... , xn}, F =

{yx, ... , ym} be finite subsets of X satisfying
n m

(6) ElM)I^ElM)l     for all/e A*.
i=] 7=1

Define ip, <z> : R —► X by

0 = 2^x,^,_l!,. - x,.,
-1/2)      ■""f.li-l/Z.i)

1=1

*ss2'Eyj*v-ij-u2)-yj*v-i/2.j)-
7=1

Let p be the measure with density 4> with respect to the Lebesgue measure

in R, and v the measure with density xp . It is easy to see that

n

rg<" = \ E hxi: i, e [-1,1], / = 1,..., n

í m

rg^ = JEW 0€[-1' l]'7 = *' ••• 'm

By (6), for every continuous linear functional f e X*,
n m

sup{/(x): x e rg/4 = V|/(x,)| < El/CM = SUP{/W: x e rg"}-
t=t 7=1

As both ranges are compact convex sets in X, this implies that xgp ç xgu

and, by (c), \\p\\ < C\\v\\. But

■

p\\= ¡\\<Kt)\\dt = 2Yt\\xi\\
Jr í=i

- m

t/||=  / \\ip(t)\\dt = 2^2\\yj\
J R ;_i

7-1

so (d) follows, and the theorem is proved.
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The next corollary can be viewed as the case C - co in the previous theorem;

the proof uses the same ideas.

Corollary 6. If X is a Banach space not isomorphic to a subspace of an L1

space, then there exist two X-valued countably additive measures u , p defined

on the Lebesgue-measurable sets in R such that:

(a) v has a Bochner-integrable derivative with respect to the Lebesgue mea-

sure.

(b) p has unbounded variation.

(c) xgp C xgv .

Proof. Deny (d) in Theorem 5 for an appropriate sequence (Cn) tending to

infinity to produce two sequences (xn) and (yn) in X such that

(7) Ew<o°

(8) ElM = °°
(9) El-WI^El/Ogi    for all/ 6 X*.

Define two functions <f>, \p : R —. X by

oo

Q — 2L^Xn^\n-\ ,n-\ß) ~ Xn^[n-l/2,n)
n=\

oo

V = 2E y'n%[n-\,n-1/2) ~ ¿V^n-1/2 , «)•
n=\

Then (7) implies that ip is Bochner-integrable in R. Let v be the A-valued

measure that has ip as derivative. It is easy to see that the range of v is

K - Œ^i („yn'- {n e [~1 ' 1]' n e N}, which by (7) is a compact convex

subset of X.

The function <p is locally integrable, and as in the proof of Theorem 5, we

can see that for every bounded measurable set A in R and for every / e X*

f(jA<sup{f(x):xeK}.

This implies that ¡A<f>e K, since K is compact and convex. By (7) and (9), <p

is weakly integrable. Let A be a measurable set in R, and set zn = /. n]nA <p.

The sequence (zn) is weakly Cauchy and lies in the compact set K, so it is

norm-convergent to a zA in K , which satisfies

f(zA)= f f°<t>   for all fe X*.
Ja

We have proved that <fi is Pettis-integrable. The vector measure p defined

by

p(A) = (P)- [ J>
Ja
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is countably additive [DU, p. 53] and has its range in K. By (8), p has

unbounded variation, so the corollary is proved.

Remark. The previous corollary says that if a Banach space A is not isomor-

phic to a subspace of an L space, there are two A-valued countably additive

measures v, p defined on cr-algebras such that xgp ç xgv, v has bounded

variation and p does not. For normed spaces not isomorphic to subspaces of

L it is possible to do the same with measures defined on algebras, but not

always on cr-algebras: let E be the linear span of the canonical basis of c0,

it is easy to prove, by a "sliding hump" argument or using Baire's categories,

that every countably additive measure with values in E has finite dimensional

range, and so it has bounded variation.
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